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Several new developments happening today center around the FBI’s use of the Christopher
Steele Dossier in gaining FISA warrants to wiretap and monitor the 2016 campaign of Donald
Trump; ie. “The Trump Project”. Doug Ross continues to update the ongoing conspiracy
Timeline – SEE HERE. And that timeline just gained a big addition from a recently
discovered visitor to the White House.
Before going to the White House visitor angle, it’s important to express appreciation for Tablet
Mag who did a deep dive into the Fusion-GPS connection to the creation of the Steele
Dossier, and more specifically how Fusion-GPS head Glenn Simpson and his wife Mary
Jacoby were instrumental in getting the dossier assembled and into the hands of the White
House prior to the DOJ and FBI applying for the FISA warrant – SEE HERE.

Tablet Mag outlines how Mary Jacoby even bragged about getting the “Russiagate” narrative
started:
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A Tablet investigation using public sources to trace the evolution of the now-famous dossier
suggests that central elements of the Russiagate scandal emerged not from the British ex-spy
Christopher Steele’s top-secret “sources” in the Russian government—which are unlikely to exist
separate from Russian government control—but from a series of stories that Fusion GPS cofounder Glenn Simpson and his wife Mary Jacoby co-wrote for TheWall Street Journal well
before Fusion GPS existed, and Donald Trump was simply another loud-mouthed Manhattan real
estate millionaire.
Understanding the origins of the “Steele dossier” is especially important because of what it tells
us about the nature and the workings of what its supporters would hopefully describe as an
ongoing campaign to remove the elected president of the United States.
[…] In a Facebook post from June 24, 2017, that Tablet has seen in screenshots, Jacoby claimed
that her husband deserves the lion’s share of credit for Russiagate. (She has not replied to repeated
requests for comment.) “It’s come to my attention that some people still don’t realize what
Glenn’s role was in exposing Putin’s control of Donald Trump,” Jacoby wrote. “Let’s be clear.
Glenn conducted the investigation. Glenn hired Chris Steele. Chris Steele worked for Glenn.”
This assertion is hardly a simple assertion of family pride; it goes directly to the nature of what
became known as the “Steele dossier,” on which the Russiagate narrative is founded. (read more)
The Tablet-Mag outline shows the distinct trail of the finished Steele Dossier entering into the
White House and how President Obama likely saw and reviewed the content. However,
missing from the this report is an origination angle even more nefarious.
Remember, previous media reporting -in conjunction with Clinton campaign admissions- have
confirmed the DNC and Clinton Campaign financed Fusion-GPS through their lawyers within
Perkins Coie. Fusion then sub-contracted with retired British MI6 agent Christopher Steele to
write the dossier.
The dates here are important because they tell a story.
The origin of the Clinton effort with Fusion-GPS was April 2016. That’s the same month
Fusion hired Nellie Ohr, wife of DOJ Deputy Bruce Ohr, to gather opposition research on
candidate Trump. It would be most likely that Nellie Ohr was in contact with Christopher
Steele. DOJ Deputy Attorney Bruce Ohr was later demoted for his unreported contacts with
Christopher Steele and Fusion-GPS founder Glenn Simpson.
However, there was another event in this April 2016 timeline which enhances the trail of the
Dossier origination. [Hat Tip Katica] Check this out:
In April 2016 Mary Jacoby shows up on White House visitor logs meeting with President
Obama officials. In April 2016 the Clinton Campaign and DNC hired Fusion-GPS to organize
the Russia research, that later became known as the “Steele Dossier”.
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(link to White House Logs)
The wife of Glenn Simpson (Fusion GPS), Mary B. Jacoby, with years of Russia-angled
reporting –including Donald Trump– visits the White House in April 2016, at the same time
as the DNC and Clinton hire Fusion GPS to conduct the opposition research on Donald
Trump, surrounding Russia?
This timeline is entirely too obvious to be coincidental.
Expand slightly and consider:
April: Mary Jacoby, wife of Fusion GPS founder Glenn Simpson, visits the White House. The
Clinton Campaign and DNC then hire Fusion GPS to conduct ‘Opposition Research’, with a
Russian emphasis. Fusion GPS then hires Nellie Ohr who specializes in Russian-centric
counterintelligence. Nellie Ohr then contacts MI6 agent Christopher Steele to write a Russian
Dossier. A month later, May 2016: Nellie Ohr’s husband inside the DOJ, Bruce Ohr, is then
working with FBI counterintelligence head Peter Strzok. By June 2016: Peter Strzok, Bruce
Ohr and DOJ Attorney Lisa Page then apply for a FISA warrant.
June 24th, 2017, Mary Jacoby appears on Facebook taking credit for the origination of the
Russiagate narrative.
This timeline is so transparent it’s deafening.
[More from the Tablet] Simpson and Jacoby had ID’d Manafort as a world-class sleazeball and
they were right. A slick Georgetown Law grad running in GOP circles since the Reagan
campaign, Manafort used his talents and connections to get paid by some very bad people. I would
only add here that, in my personal experience, journalists are not in the habit of forgetting major
stories they’ve written, especially stories with a character like Manafort at the center.
So when the Trump campaign named Paul Manafort as its campaign convention manager on
March 28, 2016, you can bet that Simpson and Jacoby’s eyes lit up. And as it happened, at the
exact same time that Trump hired Manafort, Fusion GPS was in negotiations with Perkins Coie,
the law firm representing the Clinton campaign and the DNC, to see if there was interest in the
firm continuing the opposition research on the Trump campaign they had started for the
Washington Free Beacon. (more)
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Mary Jacoby and Glenn Simpson – Fusion GPS
If the counterintelligence FISA warrant was obtained through deception,
misleading/manipulated information, or fraud; and that warrant is what led to the wiretapping
and surveillance of candidate Donald Trump and General Flynn; and that warrant was
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authorized by FISA Court Judge Contreras –who was the judge in Flynn’s case, and is now
recused– the entire tenuous FBI and DOJ operation begins to collapse and the outline of a
“conspiracy” becomes clearly evident.
The back-story to the FISA warrant is the cornerstone. The back-story contains both the FBI
and the DOJ scheme. Expose it, remove it, and the entire ‘muh Russia’ conspiracy fraud
collapses under the weight of sunlight. WATCH:
.

RESOURCES:
FBI Asst. Director “Andy” McCabe has convenient memory lapse – HERE
Rand Paul Discusses Evidence of Conspiracy HERE
Summary of Scheme and Letter from Trump Transition Team HERE
Congress Confirms the Investigative Approach for The Big Ugly HERE
Understanding the Background Motives of Inspector General Horowitz HERE
Democrats Realize the BIG Ugly Is Coming HERE
Understanding the Important Role of Bill Priestap HERE
Inspector General Horowitz Explains how he caught Peter Strzok and Lisa Page HERE
Understanding the Pattern of Information Releases HERE
Jim Jordan Questions Rod Rosenstein HERE
More releases of information about Peter Strzok, Lisa Page and Andrew McCabe HERE
Why Was FISA Court Judge Recused – Discussion HERE
Jaw-Dropping Info. on Demoted DOJ Deputy Bruce G Ohr’s wife, Nellie H. Ohr HERE
Discovery – Nellie Ohr worked for Fusion GPS on Trump Opposition Research Project
Intel Chairman Devin Nunes Outlines FBI FISA Warrant Abuse HERE
The FBI/DOJ Leak Hunting Task Force Everyone Forgot – Outlined HERE
Jim Jordan Discusses the Fraud Behind the FBI FISA Warrant HERE
Black Hat Hunting II – Becomes Obvious – False Media Leaks To Catch Leakers HERE
The BIG UGLY – The Big Picture and What it Means HERE
Judge Rudolph Contreras Recuses Himself – FISA Discoveries HERE
“The Predicate” – The Importance of the Origin of The FISA WARRANTS HERE
Black Hat Hunting I – First Appearance of Coordinated Plan HERE
Deputy Head of Counterintelligence FBI Agent Peter Strzok – Outlined HERE
Discovering Initial Seeds of DOJ-OIG Investigative Plan – Outlined HERE
President Trump Reacts to Evidence of FBI Mgmt Bias Against Him HERE
Intelligence Chairman Devin Nunes Threatens FBI with Contempt HERE
First IG Release of FBI Team Bias on Robert Mueller Squad HERE

IG Stimulated Releases of Information:
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♦Release #1 was the FBI Agent Strzok and Attorney Lisa Page story; and the repercussions
from discovering their politically motivated bias in the 2015/2016 Clinton email investigation
and 2016/2017 Russian Election investigation.
♦Release #2 outlined the depth of FBI Agent Strzok and FBI Attorney Page’s specific history in
the 2016 investigation into Hillary Clinton to include the changing of the wording [“grossly
negligent” to “extremely careless”] of the probe outcome delivered by FBI Director James
Comey.
♦Release #3 was the information about DOJ Deputy Bruce Ohr being in contact with Fusion
GPS at the same time as the FISA application was submitted and granted by the FISA court;
which authorized surveillance and wiretapping of candidate Donald Trump; that release also
attached Bruce Ohr and Agent Strzok directly to the Steele Dossier.
♦Release #4 was information that Deputy Bruce Ohr’s wife, Nellie Ohr, was an actual contract
employee of Fusion GPS, and was hired by F-GPS specifically to work on opposition research
against candidate Donald Trump. Both Bruce Ohr and Nellie Ohr are attached to the origin of
the Christopher Steele Russian Dossier.
♦Release #5 was the specific communication between FBI Agent Strzok and FBI Attorney
Page. The 10,000 text messages that included evidence of them both meeting with Asst. FBI
Director Andrew McCabe to discuss the “insurance policy” against candidate Donald Trump in
August of 2016.
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